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THESIS
ARTIFACT
The artifact  for this thesis study is 
made to represent the amount of 
money that homeowners put into their 
houses and that money and material 
objects have become their obssesion. 
The focus on ideas that, "the bigger... 
the better", has become a detriment 
to our environment. Tiny houses are 
a way to be more conscious about 
our impact on the earth. The blocks 
protruding from the house correlate 
to Sustainable Design Goals that have 
been put into effect in most countries 
and the ones highlighted realte to tiny 
house sustainability.
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IN WHAT WAYS COULD THIS PROJECT PROGRES EVEN MORE...
In future planning for urban areas this could be a start to see in what ways to add a tiny house community to an existing neighborhood. 
Points to explore further:
- Does this serve an a plan of action that can work in more than one site area and if not how will it respond to meet a differnt neighborhood's demographic?
- What tiny house manufacturers in various state are pushing for in urban residential areas?
- Taking a deeper look into full contruction drawings for the planned units and how they would change to meet building codes?
- How does the entry and porch area to each unit based on the location it is placed in?
cONCLUSION OF THIS THIS STUDY...
This has been a very interesting thesis look into tiny living and the history and planning of program in such a small space.  The intention to bring tiny houses 
into the urban is area is difficult especially when considering density and surrounding context, but hopefully this gives way to look at vacant lots and 
abanadonded urban areas a different narrative, rather than making larger scaled devolopements in those spaces.
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